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Personal Style Guide
brand identity -2016

For my personal style guide I wanted to incorporate 
my initials with an umbrella. An umbrella usually 
protects you from the downpour, but I wanted it 
upside down to let the creativity pour down.



BeU 
brand identity -2016

BeU is a brand I created for the New Blood Program 
from the company Design Bridge, which was organized 
by D&AD. The goal was to redefine beauty; I chose to 
go with the slogan “Be You Be Beautiful”. I designed a 
website, mobile website, and product designs.  

BeU
Moisturizer
All Natural SPF 30

BeU
Matte Nail Polish
Top Coat Green



Your Cat Doesn’t 
Hate You
brand identity -2016

Your Cat Doesn’t Hate You is a theoretical organization 
whose ultimate goal was to prevent cats from being 
sent to shelters for behavior problems. I designed a 
reactive website, t-shirt designs, and promotional 
animation video. To view entire website and video go 
to mariahpike.org.



United Nations
website -2015

The United Nation’s website was designed to promote 
affordable and clean energy; one of the eleven 
Sustainable Development Summits topics. The goal 
was to provide a quick summary of the main points so 
that the viewer would ultimate go to the official page 
on the UN’s website.



#SSUGIVESBACK
video promotion -2015

Salem State University wanted to inspire their alumni 
to participate in the National Giving Tuesday by using 
their 10,000 Reason Campaign. I designed a short 
animation and gif in response. My works was featured 
online at salemstatereasons.com and selected for 
social media exposure.



-2015

Sweet Treat
app and video design  

Sweet Treat is an app I designed to let a user preorder 
their ice cream without waiting in line. A 
demonstration of the app can be seen in the video 
promotion, which takes the user through a standard 
order. To view entire app and video go to 
mariahpike.org.



-2015

Lao Tze 
book  

I was assigned to create new visuals and text display 
for Lao Tze’s 11th Aphorism. My goal was to have 
darker and mysterious feel to the visuals than what 
the text originally suggested. I constructed shadow 
puppets and then photographed them to produce the 
imagery. 

The 11th Aphorism
by Lao- Tze



-2015

Visual Quote
poster and video

The goal was to create a poster and animation based 
around a quote from a notable artist. I chose to use a 
quote from Jack Vettriano. The poster and video had 
to correspond to a theme similar to the artist’s work, 
but with my own spin. To view entire video go to 
mariahpike.org.



-2014

Pipe Dream
pencil drawing

Pipe Dream is a drawing made by observing various 
areas in the Sullivan building, and combining them 
together in a unique way. The picture’s dimensions are 
three feet by two feet.



-2016

Paper Scroll
photograph

A black and white photograph of rolled up drawing 
newsprint. Original dimensions 10 inches by 7 and half 
inches or 4608px X 3456px with a resolution of 460 
pixels/inch. Printed on Epson Professional Paper.



BeU 
brand identity -2016



Your Cat Doesn’t 
Hate You
brand identity -2016


